
 

 

 

 

Year group:  3               Date: 

 Challenge 1 Challenge 2 Challenge 3 

English    Watch the video on ‘The Bare 

Necessities’ from 30 sec to 1 

minute 10 seconds and then 

write a recount. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/se

arch?q=the+jungle+book&adlt=st

rict&view=detail&mid=7D9B1925

9C7F0D7355867D9B19259C7F0D

735586&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%

2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe

%2Bjungle%2Bbook%26FORM%3

DHDRSC4%26adlt%3Dstrict 

Remember to include: 

 

Re watch the video on ‘The Bare 

Necessities’ from the start to 1 min 

20 sec and then draw a story map 

to create what happens next. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/sea

rch?q=the+jungle+book&adlt=stric

t&view=detail&mid=7D9B19259C7

F0D7355867D9B19259C7F0D7355

86&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvid

eos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bjun

gle%2Bbook%26FORM%3DHDRSC

4%26adlt%3Dstrict 

Try to include: 

sentence openers 

adjectives and verbs 

expanded noun phrase 

Watch the video on ‘The Bare 

Necessities’ from the start to 1 

min 20 sec and then draw a story 

map to create what happens next. 

https://www.bing.com/videos/se

arch?q=the+jungle+book&adlt=str

ict&view=detail&mid=7D9B19259

C7F0D7355867D9B19259C7F0D73

5586&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2F

videos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe%2

Bjungle%2Bbook%26FORM%3DH

DRSC4%26adlt%3Dstrict 

Try to include: 

sentence openers 

adjectives and verbs 

Range of sentences. 

Maths a) Can you add 2 digit 

numbers? 

b)TTrockstars  

a) Can you complete the 

questions to divide by 4? 

b)TTrockstars  

a) Can you complete the 

questions to divide by 8? 

b)TTrockstars  

Reading/ 

Spellings 

Can you identify the 

incorrect spellings and spell 

them correctly? Remember 

to use your spelling mat 

inside your yellow book to 

help you. 

Can you identify the incorrect 

spellings and spell them 

correctly? Remember to use 

your spelling mat inside your 

yellow book to help you. 

Can you identify the 

incorrect spellings and spell 

them correctly? Remember to 

use your spelling mat inside 

your yellow book to help you. 

Don’t worry if you have finished your home links book. Why not have a look at the e books that 

have been added to this week’s folder and get stuck into one of those.  

Other PE – Let’s get those funky moves going and copy Jump Start Johnny to ‘Shake it off’. Once 

you’ve had a go, why not try and make up your own routine.  

https://www.jumpstartjonny.co.uk/home 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+jungle+book&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=7D9B19259C7F0D7355867D9B19259C7F0D735586&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bjungle%2Bbook%26FORM%3DHDRSC4%26adlt%3Dstrict
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https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+jungle+book&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=7D9B19259C7F0D7355867D9B19259C7F0D735586&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bjungle%2Bbook%26FORM%3DHDRSC4%26adlt%3Dstrict
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+jungle+book&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=7D9B19259C7F0D7355867D9B19259C7F0D735586&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dthe%2Bjungle%2Bbook%26FORM%3DHDRSC4%26adlt%3Dstrict
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Challenge 1 spellings 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Challenge 2 and 3 spellings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

   

   

   



Challenge 1 English help sheet 

Spellings to help: 

 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

   

 

 

    

 

 



Challenge 1 English – watch the video link up to 1 minute 10 seconds and 

then write a recount of the video using the help sheet to help you. 

Try to include:

 

      

  

  

 

  

        

        

        

        

         

        

        

        

        

         

        

        

        

        

         

        

        

        

        

         



Challenge 2 and 3 English help sheet 

 

Verbs 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

            

   

Verbs 

danced 

jumped 

stared 

moved 

leaped 

dived 

sneaked 

wandered 

stumbled 

 

adjectives 

glorious 

magnificent 

impressive 

bustling 

mammoth 

fantastic 

energetic 

cheerful 

excitable 

nervous 

bemused 

 

Prepositions 

behind 

next to 

underneath 

below 

next to 

around 

above 

 

 

Sentence openers 

One day 

After a while 

A moment later 

Suddenly 

Next 

In the distance 

Although 

However 

Nearby 

Opposite  

Conjunctions 

If 

since 

as 

when 

although 

while 

after 

because 

unless 

before 

 



Challenge  1 Maths 

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Remember base 10  

= 1         = 10 

        Draw base ten to work 

out these answers 

 

Add up the base 10 and write out the calculations. 

    +    =  

Add up the base 10 and write out the calculations. 

    +    =  



Challenge 2 Maths 

 



Challenge 2 task 2 Maths 

 

                   

           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If I had 69 pencils and split these into groups of 4. 

Would I be able to group these equally? Draw a 

number line to help. 



Challenge 3 Maths 

 



Challenge 3 Maths task 2 

 


